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boats completed the distance from New York to Albany, mhich was 
not less than 150 miles, in ten hours. The speed of these boats, as 
compared with that of the  boats  in  this  country,  was not to be won- 
dered at, when it was remembered that they were built simply and 
expressly for speed. The  Americans paid great attention to the form 
of their boats ; the water  was  smooth ; the engines were placed on the 
deck  and the boilers on the wings ; and they spared no expenditure of 
power,  provided speed could be obtained. 
February 14, 1837. 
The  PRESIDENT  in  the  Chair. 
‘‘ Description of Mr. Henry Guy’s method  of  giving  a true spherical 
figure to balls of Metal, Glass, Agate, or other hard substances.”* 
Communicated by Bryan Donkin, V. P. Inst. C.E. 
T~~~ The  method adopted by Mr. Guy consists simply  in the  practical 
Spherical application of the  principle, that if a ball  can  be made to revolve rapidly 
Balls. in every possible direction, or, in  other words, if during  such revolu- 
tion its axis of rotation be constantly changing its angular position 
within  the ball itself, whilst a grinding tool is applied to the surface 
of the ball, the most  prominent parts of that surface  will he first acted 
on  by  the  grinder,  and by continuing  the operation, the whole of the 
higher  parts of the surface will be progressively ground off, and the 
ball will ultimately assume a perfect  and  spherical form. 
Mr.  Guy effects this, by placing  the  ball  betwixt  the faces of t w o  
wooden chucks, fixed to two lathe mandrils,  such as are  wed in com- 
mon  turning lathes, with  their axes exactly in a line  with each  other. 
A quick motion is given to the mandrils in the usual way by two 
bands, so applied that  the  mandrils  are  turned h 1  opposite directions : 
the  ball  being cornpressed betwixt the chucks, turns,  notwithstanding 
the friction of.the tool. The tool is a bar of brass, or iron, with a 
conical hole near one end, the larger diameter of which is made a 
little  larger  than  the  diameter of the ball. 
“ On the Construction of Railways of continuous Bearing.’’ By 
John Reynolds, Assoc. Inst. C.E.? 
The Author ,states the conditions essential for a good railway to 
be; lo. That it should be the closest practical approximation to a 
* Vide Trans. Inst. C.E., vol. ii., page 47. t Ibid. page 73. 
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perfect  plane of perfect  stability. 2". That  it  should be adapted 
to prevent, or to neutralize, the vibrations, arising from the impact 
of imperfect  cylinders rolling on imperfect planes. 3". That  it 
should possess the greatest durability  and  the  greatest facility of being 
repaired,  which are compatible with  the above conditions. 
Mr.  Reynolds proposes  continuous trough-shaped  cast  iron  bearers, 
having rectangular bearing surfaces, the angular point being down- 
wards. Thus a section of the  bearing  part of the  rail across its 
length is a right  angle,  with  [its vertex downwards. By this 
peculiar shape, the  s~~staining  area  is increased, a greater resistance 
to vertical  pressure is consequently  obtained, and  the  lateral 
stability of the rail is secured. The rails are to be laid in  earth, 
ashes, or broken stone  and gravel, and  the  sustaining surface of 
the earth may  have any requisite density communicated to it, by 
rolling, or beating the earth at the sides, so as to give it sufficient 
density to resist the pressure to which the rail is to be subjected. 
The mass being composed of mat,erials which will not readily yield, 
or  slip away, will be incapable of further condensation, by any  sub. 
sequent pressure, not exceeding that to which  it  had been originally 
subjected by the bearers, or rollers acting  at the sides. 
The rails used by Mr. Reynolds are of two kinds ; rails wholly 
of cast iron, cast in one piece, and rails either of wrought, or cast 
iron, laid on a cill of wood ; the wood being placed in  a cast iron 
bearer of the shape already described. The rails, cills, and bearers, 
in  this  latter construction, break  joint  with each other, and  are held 
together by bolts passing through all three. Thus one continuous 
structure is formed throughout the whole line, and the fracture of 
the  three  parts  in  the  same place is highly  improbable. The 
vibrations will be neutralized by the cill of wood acting as a par- 
tially elastic cushion, in receiving the concussion to which the rails 
are subjected. This latter mode of construction is considered pre- 
ferable, as admitting of the use of either  cast, or wrought iron rails. 
February 2 1 , 183 '7. 
BRYAN DONKIN, V.P., in  the  Chair. 
The construction of Railways on the  principle of continuous Railways. 
bearing, as adopted by Mr. Reynolds, and described in his paper 
read at  the  last meeting,  was discussed. Some of the  rails  and  bearers 
cast in a single piece, having been laid on Chatmoss, inquiries were 
made as to how they had answered. It was stated that they were 
kept  in order with  less trouble than the  others,  ,and  that thev did not 
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